CeBIT 2013 is around the corner and for the second time is the startup Wettberwerb CODE_n an integral part of the Hanover IT fair. We will imagine that companies have qualified for the finals and what to expect at the event.
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Under the theme "Smart Solutions for Global Challenges" running startup competition CODE_n during CeBIT 2013. The 50 finalists will present their business ideas in the context of the IT fair on sponsored exhibit space and also have the chance to CODE_n Award and a cash prize of EUR 15,000 to win. A Jury of one company per category, the developed IT-based approaches to sustainable energy supply and use.

**CODE_n 2013: focus on sustainable energy supply and use**

Among the finalists, which are sorted into two categories according to firm age, including startups in areas such as "alternative mobility solutions & Electric Vehicles", "Renewable Energy and Energy Storage", and "smart home". They develop products as DeinBus.de, the solar battery or picowatt. The full list of finalists can interested readers on the site CODE_n ads.

The startup CODE_n competition this year for the second time integral part of the CeBIT.

A visit to the CeBIT 2013 is worthwhile, not only because of CODE_n. Some highlights of the show - including the theme park, e-commerce and the Open Source Park - we have elsewhere summarized. For bloggers also worth a look at this article, where we have all the important information on accreditation, the t3n blogger tour and t3n blogger lounge.

**CODE_n 2013: Event Overview**

CeBIT 2013 is dated 5 to 9 March. The highlight of the CODE_n, the award show will take place on 7 March. The finalists will present across all five days, in the event hall.

**Date and place:**
- 5th - 9 March 2013
- Hannover Fairground

**myTaxi wins CODE_n12 Award [CeBIT 2012]**

All 19 pictures [►](#)
For more information

- CeBIT 2013: A Survey of Hanover Technology Fair - t3n news
- CeBIT 2013: All about the Blogger Tour, Blogger Lounge and accreditation [Update] - t3n news
- CeBIT 2013: All the major open source CMS on a stand - t3n news

Other articles on startups and CeBIT 2013
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